
Cuisinart Food Processor: The Best Kitchen Gadget You Can Have 

The Best Cuisinart Food Processor for Every Size 

When trying to find the best food processor for best values and performance, Cuisinart food 

processor should be on your top list. It isn’t that hard to find any food processor products 

from Cuisinart; the brand has been known well in the market for ages. A lot of consumers 

share their reviews, the good and the bad.  

Do you need any references? Type the word on Google, and find a whole lot of them.  

If you’re not convinced yet, or still confused which Cuisinart food processor to buy, this 

article might give a good advice to decide.  Below are the reviews of the best Cuisinart food 

processor from three different sizes: large, medium, and small one.  

1. Cuisinart DFP-14BCNY 14-cup 

This is the best large food processor from Cuisinart. Now, let’s see it in details. 

Control. This series offers the traditional values instead of the modern electronic 

operation system. More traditional folk prefer this custom for its simplicity and 

familiarity. It has two paddles to control the spinning of the device: ON and OFF paddle. 

When you turn on the ON mode, it won’t stop spinning until you stop it with the OFF 

paddle. The safety feature, however, will stop the machine when you remove the lid or 

the pusher. Unfortunately, this device has no multiple speed choices. Yet, most users 

don’t bother with that, since they don’t think it is quite useful and they get used to a 

single speed mode or pulse. 

Work bowl. As the name suggested, this Cuisinart food processor series has 14 cups 

capacity. The docking system is standard, as simple as turning the counterclockwise on 

the base of the motor. The lid is simple too as you only need to twist it to lock/unlock the 

device. You have two options of feeding chute: the small tube for the small-sized 

vegetables and the extra-large for bigger vegetables or fruits. The small tube has a drizzle 

hole, through which the liquids can drop at moderate flow and thoroughly mix with the 

mayonnaise you’re making. The best part of the bowl is the safety feature: you can 

operate the motor when the lid or the pusher is completely locked in. If the lid is loose, 

even for a little bit, the machine will stop working abruptly or won’t even start. 

Blade and disc. The ultimate S-blade will help many kinds of tasks such as chopping, 

shredding, and slicing. The stainless steel slicing disc will make those jobs even easier.  

Cleaning. The three main parts: the motor, the work bowl, and the blade set are all easy 

to assemble/dissemble. And all of them, except the motor, are dishwasher-friendly. It 

won’t be difficult for you to clean all the parts. 

2. Cuisinart DLC-8SBCY Pro Custom 11-cup  



For the medium size, this model is the most recommended food processor from Cuisinart. 

Many customers have given good scored for this unit. Compared to the larger one 

discussed previously, it has a lot in common, including the work of the motor base and the 

work bowls. Sharing a lot of similarities with the larger model, here is the usage 

difference for this unit.  

Cover.  This device is completed with compact flat cover with drop-in hole that makes 

your work a lot easier. When it comes the time for you to use the disc, the cover with feed 

chute is certainly needed. So, in the tasks of chopping, mixing or pureeing, this compact 

flat cover will offer you much handier machine. Moreover, this kind of cover will demand 

less room when you tuck the device’s corner.  

Slicing disc. This series is more versatile to you with two slicing discs in the size of 2 mm 

and 4 mm. Unlike the larger unit with only 4 mm disc, you can get extra thin slices of the 

ingredients.  

3. Cuisinart DLC-2ABC 3-cup 

When you only need to work with small size of food processor, this Cuisinart food 

processor model would be your perfect answer. For easier demand, this device will give 

you such a big break for your kitchen.  

Control. Comparing to the other models, this unit comes in modern touch by providing 

touchpad controls. It is durable with lightweight plastic body.  

Work bowl. There’s nothing really special about the work bowl. It has the standard 

mechanism and locking system of Cuisinart for either for the cups and lid. There’s also a 

larger version of this unit: the Mini-prep 4-cup. However, the 3-cup unit is more popular. 

Even so, both machines basically have the same machine features and are only different 

in the size of the work bowls.  

Blade. The food processor from Cuisinart commonly has one blade to chop, mix and 

grind. The SmartPower blade can do auto-reverse with sharp edge to chop, mix, or puree, 

and the blunt edge to grind. With its ability to reverse automatically, you don’t need to 

replace the blade when you want to change the action you want.  

Cleaning and Disassembling. Designed to be compact and easy to use, this unit will 

offer you the definite simplicity. One twist for the work cup and it’s all done. Cleaning 

will not be a big matter since all the parts of the food processor is dishwasher-friendly. 

You should be careful in handling the blades when you clean it, however; they are razor-

sharp by nature.  

Cuisinart food processor is the best food processor that you can get and it can never let you 

down. The brand, Cuisinart itself, has long been known as the expert on the kitchen devices. 

Whenever you need to look for any kitchen gadget, always put the word Cuisinart on your 

top list. You will get exactly just what you need. 


